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DIRECTIVE

This directive establishes a policy on the Retention of Traffic Safety Investigations Records and Collision Reports.

The retention policy shall be as follows:
• Traffic Safety Investigation Records and Collision Reports shall be retained for ten full years, plus the current year.
• Traffic Safety Investigation Records and Collision Reports beyond the ten full years shall be destroyed in accordance with the confidentiality procedures.
• Pending Traffic Safety Investigation Records shall not be destroyed.
• Supersedes attached memo "Maintaining Accidents Records" dated 11-1-88.
IMPLEMENTATION

The purpose of a retention schedule is to establish consistency among districts and a process for the destruction of records on a continual basis. The obsolete, confidential records shall be destroyed. Destruction of the traffic safety investigation records and collision reports should be completed by the end of the first quarter of the new calendar year applicable to records beyond the ten full years plus the current year. Contract vendors authorized by the State Destruction Center, California Department of General Services, Procurement Division should be used. The current address is: 3240 Industrial Boulevard, West Sacramento, California 95691. For destruction which has not been authorized by the State Document Destruction Center, California Department of General Services, Procurement Division, the districts should provide a witness if using a contract vendor.

BACKGROUND

In reviewing the policies and procedures for traffic safety investigation records, the need for consistency in retaining such files has become evident. The purpose is to establish a uniform procedure for the destruction of traffic safety investigation records.

Traffic safety investigation records refer to the files associated with traffic safety investigations and include traffic safety investigation reports. This policy pertains to closed traffic safety investigations. An investigation is closed when recommended improvements have been completed satisfactorily, or when an investigation recommending "No Action" has been approved. Any investigation not yet closed is considered a "pending traffic safety investigation." Pending traffic safety investigations shall not be destroyed. This does not refer to correspondence files, project files, or maintenance work order files.
MEMORANDUM

To: All District Traffic Engineers

From: DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
Division of Traffic Engineering

Subject: Maintaining Accident Records

There is apparently some confusion as to the collision report copy retention period. The purpose of this memorandum is to clarify the issue. The retention period is for ten full years plus the current year. The same as the computerized accident file.

Collision report copy files beyond the ten full years should be destroyed at the beginning of a new current year.

C. D. BARTELL, Chief
Division of Traffic Engineering

Original Signed
C. D. BARTELL

Ronald I. Harrison
Asst. Chief Counsel
Tort Liability
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